A study of multifragmentation of gold nuclei is reported at incident energies of 400, 600 and 1000 MeV/nucleon using microscopic theory. 
Introduction
A highly excited system formed in a nucleus-nucleus collision, as a rule, is expected to break into several pieces consisting of free nucleons, light charged particles (LCP's), intermediate mass fragments (IMF's) as well as heavier residue. This phenomenon of breaking of colliding nuclei into several pieces is known as multifragmentation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Due to its complex dynamics, mechanism behind this picture of 'explosive' break up (into several entities)
is not yet known completely.
At low incident energies, excitation energy available to the system is very small. Therefore, larger impact of collisions is needed to break the system into pieces of different sizes. In other words, fruitful destruction is possible only for the central collisions. On the other hand, mutual correlations among nucleons are preserved in peripheral collisions, therefore, not much deviation from the initial picture will be seen. In contrast, excitation energy deposited in the system is very large at higher incident energies. Therefore, central collisions break the matter into very smaller pieces and rarely one sees intermediate mass fragments or heavy mass fragments in these events. Maximum number of IMF's can only be seen at semi-central impact parameters. Large number of experiments have witnessed this trend of fragmentation at various incident energies and impact parameters. This change in the behavior of fragment pattern is also termed as a rise and fall in the multifragmentation [6, 8, 9, 10] .
As we go further towards higher incident energies, maximal of IMF multiplicity starts shifting towards peripheral geometries. Such trends have been found and reported in several recent experiments of ALADiN -collaboration [2, 6] . In addition, manyfold aspects of spectator matter fragmentation have also been studied for the collision of INDRA experiments extended the energy domain covering the incident energies between 40 and 150 MeV/nucleon [11] . The sole motivation for all these experiments was the fantastic physics that may emerge from the disintegration of excited systems leading to the expansion of matter to low densities.
This onset of multifragmentation and afterward transition to vaporization phase has also been linked to the concept of liquid-gas phase transition of nuclear matter [7, 12, 13] . Such critical behavior is, however, reported to be influenced by the finite size effects [3, 14] .
All these experimental studies characterize the evolution of heavy-ion reaction from dominant multifragment-decay channel to complete disassembly into light charge particles (LCP's) and free nucleons sometimes also termed as 'vaporization'. The very recent study by Puri and Kumar [15] analyzed the 40 Ca+ 40 Ca reaction for incident energies between 20 and 1000 MeV/nucleon and over entire impact parameter range. They predicted a clear rise and fall of multiplicity in incident energy and impact parameter planes.
On the theoretical front, not much success has been reported to reproduce the ALADiN experimental data [6, 16, 17] . Theoretical approaches which follow the evolution of target and projectile to complete disassembly of nuclear matter needs secondary algorithm to clusterize the phase space.
Even afterburners have also been employed to extract fragments. The present study aims to check whether microscopic reaction models can explain the universality reported by ALADiN group [8] in spectator fragmentation or not.
Molecular dynamical models QMD [4] and QPD [18] were found to explain some of the features of this experimental data [6] . This questions the validity of molecular dynamics models (MDM). The fallacy was largely attributed to the lack of advanced secondary clustering models [19, 20, 21] . The clustering criterion is one of the basic ingredients that may control the reaction mechanism in semi-classical models like quantum molecular dynamics model.
Recently, a novel clusterization algorithm based on the energy minimization criteria namely simulated annealing clusterization algorithm (SACA) was proposed [20] . As a first attempt, results with this algorithm were quite promising one [20] . In ref. [20] , 197 Au + 197 Au reaction was studied at incident energy of 600 MeV/nucleon. Based on the ALADiN results, there one assumed that fragment pattern does not change above 400 MeV/nucleon.
Therefore, it remains to be seen whether QMD model can reproduce this universality feature or not. We plan to address this situation in this letter.
We apply this algorithm to ALADiN data at incident energies of 400, 600
and 1000 MeV/nucleon in order to see whether our approach can explain the rise and fall phenomenon and universal behavior in spectator fragmentation at such higher incident energies. It is worth mentioning that SACA algorithm has been robust against experimental data at lower tail of incident energies. In our earlier studies [22] , SACA method was reported to reproduce the charge yields at incident energies between 25 and 200 AMeV. In this analysis, O+Ag/Br reactions were taken [22] . In another study, SACA method was tested against INDRA experimental data at 50 AMeV [23] . In this study, Xe+Sn reaction was subjected to multifragmentation and various variables such as charge, proton like and IMFs yields, angular distribution, average kinetic energies etc. were analyzed. SACA method explained all these observables quite nicley, whereas conventional method failed badly [23] . Due to the fact that interaction energy among fragments is ignored, this approach of SACA can not be applied to incident energies below above mentioned one.
To study fragmentation in Au+Au reaction, we followed nuclear collisions within QMD model [4] . The phase space thus generated is clusterized using advanced SACA method.
SACA formalism
To generate the phase space of nucleons, we use quantum molecular dynamics This approach is labeled as minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm.
In our latest approach, fragments are constructed based on the energy correlations. The pre-clusters obtained with the MST method are subjected to a binding energy condition [20, 24] :
with E bind = -4.0 MeV if N f ≥ 3 and E bind = 0 otherwise. In eq. (1), N f is the number of nucleons in a fragment and P cm N f is the center-of-mass momentum of the fragment. The requirement of a minimum binding energy excludes the loosely bound fragments which will decay at later stage.
To look for the most bound configuration (MBC), we start from a random configuration which is chosen by dividing whole system into few fragments.
The energy of each cluster is calculated by summing over all the nucleons present in that cluster using eq. (1). Note that we neglect the interaction between the fragments. The total energy calculated in this way will differ from the total energy of the system [24] .
Let the total energy of a configuration k be annealing, so our approach is dubbed as simulated annealing clusterization algorithm (SACA). For more details, we refer the reader to ref. [24] .
Results
For the present study, we use a soft equation of state (EoS) along with standard energy-dependent n-n cross section [25] . The soft EoS has been advocated by many studies [5, 6, 16, 17, 20, 26] . The phase space is generated and stored at many time steps and is then subjected to the above mentioned clusterization procedures. To address the time scale of multifragmentation of spectator matter, we employed SACA method as well as spatial correlation method (i.e. MST).
The density of environment is often correlated with the prediction of breaking of nuclear matter into pieces. One can also look density distribution in coordinate space to investigate the formation of fragments. We here compute average density of system as :
with r i and r j being the position coordinates of i th and j th nucleons.
The Gaussian width L is fixed with standard value of 1.08 f m. MeV/nucleon. As seen in the fig. 2 , we also achieved a reasonable reproduction of the shape of impact parameter dependence of N IM F . Due to shallow minima sometimes, we also see second minima before 60 fm/c in peripheral collisions. We show also the calculations at these minima marked as (*). We see that fragment structure at these minima is further closer to the data.
Further the peak value of N IM F and the corresponding impact parameter b is also well estimated with QMD + SACA method. The prominent feature of the spectator decay is the invariant nature of the IMF distribution with respect to the bombarding energy. The SACA method successfully reproduced the universal nature of spectator fragmentation at all the three bombarding energies. It is worth interesting to note that these universal features observed in multifragmentation of gold nuclei persist upto much higher bombarding energies than explored in this work [27] . In contrary, the normal spatial correlation method fails badly to explain the production of intermediate mass fragments at all incident energies. This questions the validity of MST method in explaining the fragmentation pattern in heavy-ion collisions.
Summary
We have studied multifragment-emission in 197 Au + 197 Au reaction at incident energies of 400, 600 and 1000 MeV/nucleon where ALADiN experiments showed the universality in the production of intermediate mass fragments.
For this study, we employed QMD model clubbed with energy minimization algorithm (SACA) along with conventional spatial correlation method.
Our findings reveal that SACA is able to reproduce the universal nature of multifragmentation of excited spectator over entire impact parameter-energy plane whereas spatial correlation method failed to reproduce the IMF multiplicity. This is for the first time that QMD + SACA approach is able to reproduce the entire energy domain. It also shows that mass and multiplicity of spectator fragments remain invariant to range of bombarding energies.
This also resolved the earlier discrepancy where QMD model underestimated the fragment yield [6, 16] 
